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Greetings from your editor!
Welcome to a new year of the SOGGI TASK newsletter! With a new year comes some new changes, and with respect
to TASK, that’s me. I’m Marc Freeman, I’ve been a club member for two years now, and when Dick indicated he
might like a break from publishing the newsletter I felt that the opportunity edit the TASK would both encourage me
to become more active in the club, and become better connected with our membership.
When I started writing this issue, I had a couple of announcements and Andy’s progress. As I’ve procrastinated, the
content has built to the point where we’re up to 11 pages! I will do my best to publish TASK on a regular basis (I was
aiming for bi-monthly, and look how well I managed that!)
This issue we have a couple of important notices off the bat, and Andy’s progress report on his BD build. I’m excited
for the season of club contests we have planned, and look forward to seeing you folks at the field!
I would like to thank Dick Colley for the dedication and effort he has put into producing the club’s newsletter, and I
hope I can carry on with the high standard that Dick has set. As Dick has mentioned in the past, and as I will no
doubt continue to do, we encourage our members to contribute content for the newsletter. Got a new build you’re
working on? Found a new tool? Got a construction or repair tip? Let me know! So, without further ado, on with the
newsletter!
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Not Quite Sod-Farm Flying-Season Yet !
It’s getting close to sod-farm flying season, but we aren’t quite there yet. We are starting to see longer days and
higher temperatures. The ground is beginning to thaw, which means that soggy sod could easily be damaged by any
SOGGI foot traffic. We do not want to damage our host’s sod crop, nor do we wish to churn-up ruts in their driveway.
SOGGI Executive will monitor sod conditions and when it looks OK to us, we will contact Green Horizons for
permission to fly. You will be notified by e-mail as soon as we have their OK. Until then, DO NOT fly at the SOD
FARM until you are notified by the Executive that we have permission to begin flying. Thank you.
Note that we can fly at our SLOPE Soaring site throughout the entire year. This is a good reason to equip yourself
with a slope-soarer.
If you have questions, contact Bob Hammett …. the_hammetts@rogers.com , or ph 226-401-1966

2017 SOGGI Members Contests - Bob Hammett
Without competition, there is no improvement. This truth applies to the natural evolution of species. It is true in the
world of business. It is true in physical sports. It is true in the card game of Euchre. And it is equally, and
unapologetically true in the sport of aeromodeling.
Competition is inseparable from innovation. Competitors watch each other closely. Innovations that are seen to
work, are rapidly copied and then improved upon. Innovations that fail are dismissed. The entire competitive field
sees continuous improvement.
Everybody wins in friendly competitions. Aeromodeling competitions train every competitor to adopt the equipment
and strategies that add to his/her best performance, and to discard those that don’t. Successful strategies include
showing up on time with the necessary tools, maintaining equipment in a high state of readiness, trading
information, making strategic piloting decisions based on their risk-to-reward ratio, and conforming to the
standardized safety measures used in competition because mutual safety is in everyone’s best interests.
Without competition, there is no improvement. This is as true for model aircraft Clubs, as it is for their individual
members.
Healthy clubs provide a flying site for friendly competition as well as for fun flying. Friendly competitions are by far
the best delivery system for imparting field etiquette and safe flying habits. Not coincidentally, clubs that have a high
percentage of members with competition-experience, are also likely to have a large pool of Flight Instructors for
training beginners. Everybody wins.
Every contest begins with the Contest Director summarizing expected operational details, and noting critical safety
concerns. Safety standards and field etiquette standards are largely the same at most sailplane clubs. Sailplane clubs
that have a high percentage of members with competition experience can often communicate these standards to
their membership in “short-hand” … e.g. “We set up our field for fun flying, same as we set up for an Open Sailplane

2017 SOGGI Members Contests – (cont’d)
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contest”. The excruciating detail of SOGGI’s Field Guidelines is partly a response to the increasing scarcity of this
repetitive training opportunity at our club.
We hope our membership will choose to participate in SOGGI’s 2017 Weekly competitions. The focus will be on
ensuring that every participant has fun and has an opportunity to learn from others. Optionally, you can track your
improvement on a League of Silent Flight (LSF) Soaring Accomplishment Voucher. LSF gives credit for contest
performance. At these contests, the basic contest rules, field safety and field etiquette can be learned painlessly
from experienced Contest Directors, in a real-life, non-threatening environment. The confidence that you gain is a
“freebie”.
SOGGI’s 2017 Weekly Contest series will feature alternating Line-Launch-Sailplane and Electric-Sailplane contests.
With respect to the Electric-Sailplane contests, SOGGI Executive will be polling the membership to ascertain whether
the ALES, or the F5J contest format is our Membership’s preference. For your consideration, a comparison of ALES
and F5J contest formats is included elsewhere in this issue of TASK.
You wouldn’t try to play hockey with a tennis racquet. Neither can you fly ALES or F5J by using a stopwatch to
measure altitude. To participate, you need the appropriate electronic module installed in your airplane.
The Executive is concerned that the cost to purchase distinct electronic modules for ALES and F5J, may split
participant numbers between the two formats. Our aim is to achieve greater participation numbers by initially
concentrating on only one of the two possible contest formats. An upcoming survey of the membership will
determine which contest format we will begin with. If participant numbers then remain strong, a possible eventual
transition to the other contest format may be pursued to sustain interest.
For convenience and to save on costs, the upcoming survey will also identify people who wish to participate in a
group purchase of “entry-level” electronic modules. Alternatively, participants are free to source their own modules
from any manufacturer, provided those modules meet published competition standards.
For entry-level ALES module specifications and pricing, go to:
www.soaringcircuits.com lower half of page … CAM (Competition Altimeter for Models)
For entry-level F5J module specifications and pricing. go to:
www.soaringcircuits.com upper half of page … CAMf5j
Thanks to global warming, weather postponements of scheduled contest dates are increasingly a factor. In any case,
our contest schedule is at best an approximation of when we can expect contests to happen. The membership will
be speedily advised of schedule changes, as circumstances dictate. Currently it appears that there are as many
members un-available on weekends, as are un-available on weekdays.
Electric Sailplane enthusiasts should mark April 23 on their calendars. A Workshop “Electric Sailplane Optimization,
Basic Telemetry and Competitive Strategies “ will be held in Rockton’s Beverly Hall starting at 9:30 AM. Bring your
own Electric Sailplane, plus specification sheets for your battery, speed controller and motor (and electronic module
if you intend to compete). Make sure your propulsion battery is charged but disconnected before you enter the Hall,
and your electronic module is installed.
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Survey to Determine SOGGI’s Electric Sailplane Contest Standard
As noted in the most recent issue of TASK, our 2017 weekly contests series will feature line-launch sailplane contests
and electric sailplane contests, held on alternating weeks. The SOGGI Executive’s conclusion is that for electric
sailplane contests, an initial choice must be made to run either ALES electric Contests, or F5J electric contests.
Running both contest types would risk not having enough participants for either type of contest to succeed. After
reading the TASK article, please answer these three questions:
Question#1
Are you planning to participate in our bi-weekly electric sailplane contests? “YES” OR “NO”
Question#2
If you answered “YES” to Question #1, which contest standard is acceptable to you?
“Only ALES”, OR “Only F5J”, OR “Either one is OK”.
Question#3
Soaring Circuits’ CAM devices are relatively inexpensive, are self contained, and are compatible with most radio
types. Once the choice between ALES and F5J has been made, a group-purchase of the corresponding CAM device
could be organized to save on shipping costs. (Individuals who prefer to purchase equivalent devices made by other
manufacturers, are free to do so.)
For ALES contests, Soaring Circuits’ CAM Altitude Limiter costs $39 USF plus shipping.
For F5J contests, Soaring Circuits’ CAM f5j AMRT costs $59 USF plus shipping.
If you answered YES to Question#1, choose ONE of the following:
(3A) “I wish to participate in a group purchase of whichever device is necessary”,

OR

(3B) “I already have a CAM ALES Altitude Limiter, but would participate in a group purchase of Soaring Circuits f5j
module, if F5J is the chosen contest format”, OR
(3C) “I will source my own device”
The adoption of either the ALES or the F5J standard, will be based on responses to this survey that are received prior
to Friday March 17, 2017. Your 3 responses can be emailed to the_hammetts@rogers.com or call Bob Hammett at
ph 226-401-1966 to record your answers.
Participants are invited to bring their device-equipped electric-sailplanes to SOGGI’s April 23 “Electric Sailplane
Optimization & Basic Telemetry Workshop”. Go to www.soggi.ca and check the Calendar of Events page for details.
End of Survey … Thank you for your input.
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2017 Contest Schedule
Date
Thursday, June 1

Contest
Thermal Duration Contest open to Line Launched Sailplanes, any
wingspan. Extra hi-starts welcome. Winch will be provided.
To collect LSF points, bring your LSF Soaring Accomplishment Voucher, or
obtain voucher at contest.
Thursday June 8 Altitude-Limited Electric-Soaring Contest (ALES) open to Electrically
propelled Sailplanes, any wingspan.
To collect LSF points, bring your LSF Soaring Accomplishment Voucher, or
obtain voucher at contest.
Please note that our field is closed to other flying activity while any contest is in progress.

CD
Ann Tekatch

Bob Hammett

2017 Technical Workshops
Unless otherwise noted, the technical workshops will take place at the Rockton hall.
Feb. 26
Bob Hammett
Profili airfoil software
Mar. 26
Bob Hammett
electric sailplane optimization and telemetry
May 28
Bob Hammett
thermal workshop (at the field). Rain date June 4

Technical Tour
We have arranged for a tour of the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum, Saturday April 29. We will have a guided
tour of the collection, with an opportunity to chat with some of the volunteers who repair and restore the aircraft of
the collection. Tour starts at 10:30, cost is $10 per person.
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SOGGI’s Website www.soggi.ca
The website is SOGGI’s “face-to-the-public”. The decision two years ago to update our website using a professionally
designed website template has proven to be a good move. Favourable comments concerning our website’s content
and presentation continue to be received from unaffiliated aeromodelers, and from the general public. Most new
members report that it was our website that attracted them to SOGGI.
Soaring is more weather-dependent than other branches of aeromodelling, and for that reason, SOGGI does not
generally pre-schedule flying sessions far in advance. Instead, our individual members continuously monitor weather
forecasts, looking for near-term conditions favourable to soaring. One such forecast (the Wind and Waves “SuperForecast”) is embedded on our website’s “Weather” page.
The Message Board embedded in our website can then be used to organize flying sessions on (sometimes very) short
notice. To see a partial list of our recent participants, and their level of activity, go to www.soggi.ca , click on
“Message Board”, click on “Fly With Friends”, then click on “Reply Here to Join or Start a Flying Session”.
Some of the other things provided by the website’s “Archives” page include Photos of people and events, TASK
newsletter back-issues, and digital copies of original model designs by past and present SOGGI members.
Tom Crawford has been our Website Administrator for about a year. Being Website Administrator is a busy job where
patience, experience, and technical knowledge are essential. He is the right person, and deserves our thanks. If you
want to post a message on the Message Board but you’ve lost your username and password, Tom is your go-to guy
(tomcr50@hotmail.com). Your lost information can likely be inscribed somewhere between your existing tattoos. If
not, he’ll find another place.

Projects that need some Do’ers
1. See website Contest Calendar ... CD’s needed urgently... contact Ann Tekatch ☺
2. Make a flip-down shelf to support the ATC Log Book when writing in it. X
3. Trim the willow tree branches that obscure our “Model Aircraft Can Be Dangerous” sign. X
4. Borrow or rent a metal detector and use it to eradicate nails in the parking area. X
5. Weeds around the Clubhouse entrance need mowing periodically X
6. Go out of your way to speak to Green Horizons Staff . Offer to yield the field to them anytime they show up
to do their job. ☺
7. Rake loose gravel back into the potholes that we are creating, when we decelerate into the mouth of the
driveway X
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Bubble Dancer Progress - Andy Meysner
In one word, slow. It has now been a year since I decided to build a Bubble Dancer and it has by far been the slowest
build of any model I have put together. Family and other business have taken priority. Not to mention of course the
urge to fly rather than build during the flying season.
For those not familiar with the Bubble Dancer, all the information needed can be found at the websites below. The
plans are free and there is an excellent build log at the last site on the list. Mark Haley who runs that site has built
several Bubble Dancers and happily answers via email any questions one may have.
http://charlesriverrc.org/articles/bubbledancer/markdrela-bubbledancer-3m.htm
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/Allegro-Lite/info
http://www.aviatorstudio.com/
I decided to take the relatively easy building route; buy a pod, a boom, pre-pregnated carbon fibre (CF) wing spar
caps and a wing short kit that includes just the ribs and shear webs. The remainder of the wing, the tail surfaces and
the fuselage internals are scratch built. I learned from 2 of our Club Presidents that trying to scratch build complex
composite parts such as a pod and boom is not for the faint heart-ed or necessarily the fun it should be.
The first thing I realized is that shipping costs would be significant. As we all know virtually all of our modelling raw
material comes from outside Canada or may not typically be in stock at a hobby shop. There is a fair amount of CF in
the build and I managed to completely avoid all the shipping costs for that by asking Great Hobbies to order what I
needed at the same time that they bring in material they normally stock from The Composite Store. I also took that
opportunity to include CF/teflon tube pushrods. None of the CF material required is normal stock in any of Canada's
hobby shops. That shipping process though did add several months to procuring material.
I also managed to find on RC groups a great deal on a quite large reel of Kevlar tow, needed for wrapping the main
wing spar. If anyone needs Kevlar tow, just let me know.
Before the flying season started, all I managed to get done were the fuselage pod internals; servo tray, bulkheads,
wing mount anchors and launch hook beam. Other than the servo tray, these are all plywood or basswood/CF tow
and/or 1.7 oz Kevlar fabric composite. I just used my judgment in making these parts as strong as possible, with
guidance from Mark Drela's plans.
In November after 8 months of no progress, I managed to get started on the tail surfaces. I rigorously followed the
plans for balsa weight and grain type, using a chart on Mark Haley's website, taking my scale along to the hobby
shop, and weighing each balsa sheet purchased. This certainly pays off in keeping the overall weight down, the ratio
of tail to nose moment arm being about 3:1; i.e. for every gram saved in the tail you save 3 in the nose. The
uncovered horizontal and vertical stabilizer/rudder came in within 1g of the plan weights, at 20 and 17g respectively.
I was very pleased with that given the plan weights are challenging and other builders have commented on the
difficulty in achieving them.
Task 2017
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The tail surfaces are tapered from mid-span to tip and have an HT21 (5%) airfoil. Mark Haley's website was a
godsend for help with the technique used to produce the surface's overall shape. The airfoil is specifically designed
to be easily achieved by sanding 3 angles, 2 on the leading edge and 1 on the trailing edge. See the website tail
surfaces section for this technique in generating a combined taper and airfoil section from a flat scratch built
structure.
The wing construction will start in January. The only part I'm nervous about making a good job of is the wing joiners.
But I'll be getting some very experienced club help with that. I'll report further progress in a later issue of Task.

Vstab and rudder complete before sanding. Note the
shims under the TE as this is thinner stock than the rest of
the structure to reduce waste balsa. Same with the Hstab

Forming the hard Vstab lower LE basswood
strips that protect the bottom of the Vstab on
landings

Hstab complete before sanding

Task 2017
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Set up for sanding the Hstab LE. The TE and spanwise
tapers are all formed in the same manner on each tail
surface. The spanwise tapers have already been
completed here

Finished tail surfaces and Hstab mount
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Airfoil on the Hstab. The plans are specific
to not go below 1/16” on the TE

Bulkheads, wing mounts, launch hook and beam
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Servo tray, not glued in yet. The angle
is to provide more clearance between
the ends of the servo horns and the
inside of the fuselage pod.

2017 Calendar of Events
Feb. 12
Feb 26
March 12
March 26
April 9
May 7
MaY 28
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Membership meeting at Rockton Hall 1:00 pm
Bob Hammett – Profili airfoil software 9:30 am – 4:30 pm
Membership meeting at Rockton Hall 1:00 pm
Bob Hammett - Electric sailplane optimization and telemetry 9:30 am – 4:30 pm
Membership meeting at Rockton Hall 1:00 pm
Membership meeting at Rockton Hall 1:00 pm
Bob Hammett – Thermal workshop (at the field)
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For Sale
E-Flite Ascent
Wingspan:
54 in (1370 mm)
Overall Length:
32 in (825 mm)
Wing Area:
331 sq in (21.4 dm²)
Flying Weight:
19.5 oz (552.8 g)
Radio:
3 channel
Servos:
2 sub-micro servos
Speed Control:
15 - 20 amps
Recommended Battery: 8-cell 600 - 1100 mAh NiMh or 7.4V 2100mAh LiPo
Complete - just add your own receiver and fly

Price: $40.00
Contact: Doug Wilkins Ph. 905-679-4973

2017 SOGGI Executive
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President

Bob Hammett

(226) 401-1966

Vice-president

Mike Sherlaw

(519) 752-1334

Treasurer

Anne Tekatch

Secretary

Andy Meysner

(905) 601-4228

Contest Organizer

Lyle Jeakins

(905) 575-4115

Editor

Marc Freeman

(905) 962-4113
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